When a person is characterized categorically with a label (e.g., Linda is a feminist), people tend to think that the attributes associated with that person are central and long lasting (S. Gelman & G. D. Heyman, 1999) . This bias, which is related to category-based induction and stereotyping, has been thought to arise because a category label (e.g., feminist) activates the dominant properties associated with the representation of the category. This explanation implies that categorical information influences inferential processes mainly by conjuring up main attributes or instances represented in the category. However, the present experiments reveal that this attribute-based explanation of induction does not provide a complete picture of inferential processes. The results from 3 experiments suggest that category information can affect inferences of attributes that are not directly related to the category, suggesting that categories not only activate likely attributes but also help integrate unlikely or even unrelated attributes.
One of the core purposes of categories is to integrate information and apply it to future predictions (Anderson, 1990; Rosch, 1978; E. E. Smith, 1994) . For example, one forms the category "liberal" by classifying people who have similar political opinions and then uses the category to make an inference, such as predicting the policy that a member of the category advocates. In this regard, categories help bind information and serve as a medium for inferences.
How do categories integrate diverse information and license inductive inferences? Main psychological accounts of inductive judgments suggest that two factors-(a) matching attributes between entities and (b) the coverage of premises over a conclusion (hereafter I call these two factors attribute-based similarity)-are the guiding forces of inferences (see Heit, 2000 , for a review; Kunda & Thagard, 1996; Osherson, Smith, Wilkie, Lopez, & Shafir, 1990; Osherson, Stern, Wilke, Stob, & Smith, 1991; Rips, 1975; Sloman, 1993 ; E. R. Smith & Zarate, 1992; Tversky, 1977) . According to this view, for example, the conclusion Lions have Disease X, given a premise, Zebras have Disease X, is credible proportional to the extent to which the two entities-zebras and lions-have features in common and the magnitude of an entity in a premise (i.e., zebras) exceeds that of a conclusion (lions; i.e., coverage).
This similarity-based account of categorical induction has inspired many areas of cognitive psychology and social cognition and has yielded a rich array of empirical findings that illuminate the relationship between feature-based similarity and category membership (Heit & Rubinstein, 1994; Lassaline, 1996; Lassaline & Murphy, 1996; Murphy & Ross, 1994; Osherson et al., 1990; Osherson et al., 1991; Rips, 1975; Sloman, 1993) . In the field of judgment and decision making, researchers have also emphasized the dominance of similarity information (e.g., representative heuristics; Kahneman & Tversky, 1973; Tversky & Kahneman, 1983) . The same focus has been prevalent in stereotyping and impression-formation research (Allport, 1954; Duckitt, 1992; Hamilton & Sherman, 1994; Kashima, Woolcock, & Kashima, 2000; Kunda & Thagard, 1996; Stangor, 2000) .
The main assumption underlying the similarity-based account is that categories are "containers" that record features of items contained in categories. In this view, a category is represented by a vector that stores a cluster of fixed features, exemplars, a summary of features, a summary of representative exemplars, or some combination of these (Anderson, 1990; Kruschke, 1992; Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Nosofsky, 1986; Reed, 1972) . This type of representation has been developed to account for people's ability to classify items into categories. However, a growing number of studies have shown that the relationship between categories and feature-based similarity is far more dynamic (Ross, 1997 (Ross, , 1999 Schyns, Goldstone, & Thibaut, 1997; Schyns & Rodet, 1997; Wisniewski & Medin, 1994) . Attributes of a category are rarely fixed (Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner, 1993; Murphy & Medin, 1985) . They spawn opportunistically according to the way people interact with a category (Schyns, Goldstone, & Thibaut, 1997; Schyns & Rodet, 1997) . The background knowledge, intentions, and goals of an observer often define attributes of entities (Medin, Lynch, & Coley, 1997; Ross & Murphy, 1999; Tversky, 1977 ; see also Goldstone, 1994b) . Rather than being a container, a category's main purpose can be viewed as an integrator of information (Anderson, 1990; Murphy & Medin, 1985; Rosch, 1978; E. E. Smith, 1994) . A category elicits assumptions, theories, and beliefs of an observer, and in turn the observer generates and integrates features to accommodate his or her own beliefs about the category (Gelman, Coley, & Gottfried, 1994; Medin & Ortony, 1989; Mur-phy & Medin, 1985; Wisniewski & Medin, 1994) . However, major theories of categorical induction have paid little attention to this generative aspect of category information.
The objectives of this article are twofold: (a) to demonstrate that categorical information affects inductive judgments above and beyond attribute-based similarity and (b) to highlight the significance of an integrative influence of category information. I formulated my working hypothesis from the assumptions that categories are more than just a collection of underlying features and instances and that categories are formed to integrate diverse information.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. The term categorical induction task is defined, and two dominant types of categorical induction tasks are illustrated. Sloman's (1993) influential computational model is described; this is followed by an explanation of how the model uses attribute-based similarity to account for inferential processes. Finally, three experiments that contradict the similarity-based account of induction are introduced. The Sloman model was chosen in this study because of its explanatory strength. Compared to other models (e.g., Osherson et al., 1990 ), the Sloman model uses fewer assumptions; it delineates the format of representation of individual concepts clearly; and the model is compatible with other similarity-based models, such as those proposed by Osherson et al. (1990) , E. R. Smith and Zarate (1992) , and Kashima et al. (2000) .
Definition and Two Types of Categorical Induction Tasks
In the field of cognitive psychology, researchers have used the term category-based induction primarily for inductive arguments, in which premises and a conclusion are categorically related and both have an identical property. In a typical task, participants are given premises, such as All grizzly bears have Disease X and All polar bears have Disease X, and participants judge the strength of a conclusion such as All bears have Disease X (Heit, 2000; Heit & Rubinstein, 1994; Medin, Coley, Storms, & Hayes, 2003; Osherson et al., 1990; Osherson et al., 1991; Rips, 1975; Sloman, 1993) .
In this article, I use the term categorical induction to include a wide range of research that investigates the relationship between categorical information and inductive judgments in general. These studies include research in inductive reasoning (Heit, 2000; Murphy & Ross, 1994; Ross & Murphy, 1996; Shafir et al., 1990; Tversky & Kahneman, 1983; Yamauchi & Markman, 2000) , stereotyping, and impression formation (Bodenhausen, 1990; Dovidio & Gaertner, 2000; Fiske, 1998; Kunda, Miller, & Claire, 1990; Kunda & Oleson, 1995) . A great deal of research has investigated people's ability to classify items into a group (Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Posner & Keele, 1968 , 1970 . I do not include these studies in my definition of categorical induction.
Two basic types of categorical induction tasks are summarized in Table 1 . These tasks generally involve assessment of the strength of a conclusion on the basis of known premises or facts. One type of task, which I call the category-extension type, is commonly known as the category-based induction task. In this type of task, items described in premises and an item in a conclusion are often categorically related, and premises and conclusions are stated explicitly with verbal predicates. The task of participants is to assess the likelihood that a different item in a conclusion can have the same attribute as items in premises. The categories used in these tasks are almost exclusively natural categories, such as animals and plants (Coley, Medin, & Atran, 1997; Heit, 2000; Heit & Rubinstein, 1994; Medin et al., 2003; Osherson et al., 1990; Osherson et al., 1991; Rips, 1975; Sloman, 1993 ; but see Sloman, 1998 , for an exception).
Another type, which I call the attribute-extension type, has been adopted in the field of probability judgment and impressionformation research (Bodenhausen, 1990; Gelman & Heyman, 1999; Kashima et al., 2000; Kunda et al., 1990; Kunda & Oleson, 1995; Kunda & Thagard, 1996; Shafir et al., 1990; Tversky & Kahneman, 1983) . The most well-known task is the so-called "Linda problem" introduced by Tversky and Kahneman (1983) . In this task, participants are given a premise, such as Linda is a feminist, and judge the likelihood of attributes associated with the same person (e.g., Linda majored in philosophy in college). The attribute-extension type task is different from the categoryextension type task because premises and a conclusion in this task involve a single item, and the task is to assess the likelihood that the same item has a different attribute. Notice that categoryextension tasks and attribute-extension tasks are analogous. In category-extension tasks, the target attribute is fixed while the items in premises and the item in a conclusion vary. In attributeextension tasks, the item is fixed while the attributes of the item vary (see Table 1 ).
1 Although these two types of tasks are different in specifics, they investigate the relationship between categorical information and inductive inferences. In this article, I use attributeextension tasks and explore an integrative aspect of categorical induction by investigating the notion that category information affects inferential judgments separately from attribute-based similarity.
In the next subsection I describe Sloman's (1993) influential computational model. The Sloman model is a quintessential similarity-based model. It uses exclusively attribute-based similarity to account for inferential processes. The model was developed to account for category-extension tasks; however, it can be ad- 1 There are other tasks that investigate the relationship between category information and inductive judgments with visual stimuli (e.g., Gelman & Markman, 1986; Goldstone, 1994a Goldstone, , 1995 Murphy & Ross, 1994; Tajfel, 1970; Tajfel & Wilkes, 1963; Wisniewski & Medin, 1994) . A similar examination was introduced elsewhere (Yamauchi & Markman, 2000) , so this article focuses on the aforementioned two tasks. Rips (1975) , Osherson et al. (1990), and Sloman (1993) have addressed category-extension type tasks. All have suggested two important factors for categorical induction: (a) similarity (or relatedness) between items in premises and an item in a conclusion and (b) the coverage of premises over a conclusion.
2 I illustrate these two points with Sloman's (1993) feature-based induction model, because it provides simple yet elegant explanations for most of the psychological phenomena examined by Osherson et al. (1990). 3 According to the Sloman model, the strength of a conclusion, such as Lions have Disease X, given a premise, Zebras have Disease X, is expressed in Equation 1 :
in which a x ͑C͉P 1 ͒ stands for the strength of conclusion C, given premise P 1 . F(P 1 ) is the vector representing an item in premise P 1 (i.e., zebras), and F(C) is the vector representing an item in the conclusion C (i.e., lions). Each element of these vectors stands for a feature value of the corresponding item (e.g., having four legs). F͑P 1 ͒ ⅐ F͑C͒ is the dot product of the two vectors, and ͉F͑C͉͒ is the magnitude of the vector, which is defined respectively in Equations 2 and 3:
In Equation 2, U and V stand for vectors, and u i and v i are individual elements of each vector. In the Sloman model, the similarity between items is defined with Equation 4:
Substituting Equation 4 into Equation 1 will yield:
As Equation 5 makes clear, this model states that the strength of a conclusion given a premise is proportional to the similarity between an item in a premise and an item in a conclusion and the coverage of the vector representing a premise over that of a conclusion. In this model, the influence of categorical information is incorporated by the relative magnitudes of vectors in premises and in a conclusion. For example, Argument A, which is shown below, is stronger than Argument B, because a vector representing animals is more inclusive than a vector representing zebras. Sloman's (1993) model can be applied to attribute-extension type tasks by assuming that events, episodes, and predicates are represented by a feature vector in a manner similar to the one used in category-extension type tasks. For example, the strength of a conclusion Linda majored in philosophy in college given a premise Linda is a feminist can be judged by evaluating feature vectors associated with the two predicates (see Osherson, Smith, Shafir, Gualtierotti, & Biolsi, 1995 
. The strength of a conclusion can be assessed by comparing the overlap between the two vectors as suggested in Sloman's (1993) model (but see also Sloman, 1994 Sloman, , 1997 , for another approach to evaluate predicate induction). 4 There are several other models that have been developed in social cognition research (Kunda & Thagard, 1996 ; E. R. Smith & Zarate, 1992) . These models are essentially analogous to Sloman's (1993) model.
Overview of Experiments and the Generative Aspect of Category Information
Three experiments described in this article use variants of the "Linda problem" (Tversky & Kahneman, 1983) and contrast two types of inferential arguments: one that contains categorical information and another that does not contain categorical information. Research has shown that explicit reference to category information bolsters the assessment of an attribute that is crucial to category membership (Gelman & Heyman, 1999; Gelman & Markman, 1986; Goldstone, 1994a Goldstone, , 1995 Wisniewski & Medin, 1994) . For example, Gelman and Heyman (1999) showed that when a person is characterized categorically (e.g., Rose is a carrot-eater) as opposed to descriptively, without specific reference to a category label (e.g., Rose eats a lot of carrots whenever she can), children age 5 to 7 think that the properties associated with the category remain stable across different circumstances. For example, children think that an attribute associated with the person (e.g., eats a lot of carrots) will stay in the future, was present in the past, and remains unchanged even when other people try to change it. In this study I used the experimental setting developed by Gelman and Heyman and examined whether category information, which is stated with an explicit categorical statement, influences inductive judgments above and beyond underlying attribute-based similarity (i.e., the number of shared features and the coverage of a premise).
Unlike Gelman and Heyman's (1999) study, participants in this study estimated the likelihood of both likely attributes, which are directly related to the category, and unlikely attributes, which are unrelated to the category. For example, given a premise, Linda is a feminist, participants estimated the likelihood of a likely attribute-Linda majored in philosophy-and an unlikely attribute: Linda works as a bank teller. Because unlikely attributes have no clear associations with the category (e.g., feminist), I assumed that elevated estimations of the likelihood of unlikely attributes will attest to integrative applications of category information. Category information, whether it is denoted by labels or indicated by a cluster of items, conjures up an intuitive theory and assumption about the category in general (Gelman et al., 1994; Medin & Ortony, 1989; Murphy & Medin, 1985) . The observer integrates unlikely attributes with his or her intuitive notion of what the category is in order to justify his or her belief about the category. As a result, enhanced estimations of the likelihood of unlikely attributes would arise. Wisniewiski and Medin (1994) documented such a generative aspect of categories. In their seminal studies, they showed that the presence of specific labels modifies the way people perceive children's drawings. When drawings were labeled as "drawn by children in Group 1/Group 2," participants focused on surface features, such as have straight arms, more pockets. When the same drawings were labeled as "drawn by creative/ noncreative children," participants focused on abstract features that were consistent with the intuitive norm of the category and supportive features that help justify their intuitive belief (e.g., these drawings have more details . . . things like buttons, pockets). In this manner, the presence of concrete categorical information is likely to lead people to seek evidence to justify their own initial knowledge about a category.
Experiment 1
The stimulus materials of Experiment 1 were descriptions of hypothetical people. In one condition (categorical condition), each person was characterized categorically (e.g., Linda is a feminist), and in the other condition (descriptive condition) each person was characterized descriptively, without any labels (e.g., Linda believes in and supports feminism). Given each stimulus description, participants were asked to judge the likelihood of attributes associated with each person. There were four attribute questions in each stimulus. Two questions were concerned with the attributes that can be easily derived from the category (i.e., likely attributes, e.g., watches presidential debates given the category feminist), one question was about an attribute that was not easy to infer from the category (i.e., unlikely attributes, e.g., works as a bank teller given the category feminist), and the other question was a conjunction of one likely attribute and one unlikely attribute. The conjunction question was included in this experiment to collect pilot information for other unrelated studies. Therefore, the results from the conjunction questions are not discussed further. The main goal of this study was to examine whether the presence of categorical information would enhance the estimation of both likely and unlikely attributes (i.e., labeling effect).
Method
Participants. A total of 100 undergraduate students participated in this experiment for course credit. These participants were randomly assigned to either the categorical condition (n ϭ 52) or the descriptive condition (n ϭ 48).
Materials. The stimulus materials of Experiment 1 were 15 personstatements shown in a booklet (see Appendix A for samples). These person-statements were based on some form of personal categories, such as occupations (a truck driver, an aerobics instructor, an art collector), characteristics (an overachiever, a competitor, a feminist, a liberal, a party animal), status (a millionaire, a high school dropout, a drug addict), hobbies (a stamp collector, an amateur poet), and national or cultural origins (a Korean, a New Yorker). Each person-statement, which was accompanied by four attribute questions, was characterized either categorically or descriptively in two conditions. Among the four attributes, two were concerned with major characteristics of the category (i.e., likely attributes, Linda likes to watch presidential debates), one was about an attribute that was highly unlikely to be in that category (i.e., unlikely attribute, Linda works as a bank teller), and the remaining statement was a conjunction of a likely attribute and an unlikely attribute (Linda likes to watch presidential debates and works as a bank teller). The order of presenting these four attribute questions was determined randomly for each person-statement. These stimulus materials were based on the materials used in the conjunction fallacy studies conducted by Tversky and Kahneman (1983) and Shafir et al. (1990) .
A pilot study with 201 college students indicated that the categorical information stated in the stimuli in the categorical condition can be readily inferred from the descriptive statements used in the stimuli in the descriptive condition. After reading the same descriptive statements given in the descriptive condition, participants in the pilot study estimated the likelihood that the target person belonged to the target category on a 0 -100 scale (a score of 100 was given if the likelihood that the person belonged to the category was 100%). In this pilot study, participants endorsed the categorical statements with estimation scores of 100 in more than 76% of the cases, and the overall average estimation score was 95.8. For individual stimuli, all average estimation scores given to the 15 stimuli exceeded 91.0. In 11 out of the 15 stimuli, average estimation scores exceeded 95.0. Thus, the two types of statements literally purported the same categorical information. In the same setting, these participants clearly distinguished likely and unlikely attributes. The average estimation score given to the likely attributes was 61.5, and the average estimation score given to the unlikely attributes was 15.1, t(200) Ͼ 100, p Ͻ .01. This pilot study suggests that participants were able to predict categorical information from the statements given in the descriptive conditions, and they were also able to distinguish likely and unlikely attributes introduced in this experiment.
Procedure. The participants' task was to estimate the likelihood of possible attributes on a 0 -100 scale. Participants were tested in groups of 10 to 15 people. The task was self-paced.
Design. The design of Experiment 1 was a 2 (labeling: categorical vs. descriptive conditions, between-subjects factor) ϫ 2 (attribute type: likely vs. unlikely, within-subjects factor) factorial. The dependent measure was the participants' estimation scores, which were indicated on a 0 -100 scale.
Attribute estimations made to two likely attributes were combined and analyzed together. In this study, and throughout the experiments described in this article, both subject-based and item-based analyses were performed.
Results and Discussion
The main results of Experiment 1 are summarized in Table 2 . The results were consistent with the idea that category information elevates participants' estimations for both likely and unlikely attributes. A subject-based analysis of variance revealed a main effect of labeling: Participants in the categorical condition produced significantly higher estimation scores than participants in the descriptive condition, F(1, 98) ϭ 5.09, MSE ϭ 140.1, p Ͻ .05, 2 ϭ 0.049. There was no interaction between labeling and attribute type, F(1, 98) Ͻ 1.0, MSE ϭ 117.5, p Ͼ .10, 2 ϭ 0.004, suggesting that the impact of labeling was not limited to the likely attributes. There was a strong main effect of attribute type: Participants in the two conditions provided significantly higher estimation scores for likely attributes than for unlikely attributes, F(1, 98) ϭ 961.3, MSE ϭ 117.5, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ 0.907. The subject-based analysis is useful for making statistical inferences pertinent to a population of participants. However, this analysis is not sufficient to generalize over the population of participants and items simultaneously (Clark, 1973) . For this reason, I estimated the minimum value of the quasi F ratio after following the procedure suggested by Clark (1973, p. 347 ; see also Winer, Brown, & Michels, 1991) . The minimum quasi F ratio (i.e., min FЈ) is derived from a subject-based F ratio and an item-based F ratio and measures the extent to which the effect of an independent variable can be generalized to a population of the participants and a population of the items simultaneously. This analysis indicated that there was a significant impact of labeling, min FЈ(1, 112) ϭ 4.44, MSE ϭ 39.9, p Ͻ .05, and the attribute type, min FЈ(1, 98) ϭ 214.8, MSE ϭ 1,237.9, p Ͻ .001. The interaction between labeling and attribute type did not reach a significant level, min FЈ(1, 98) Ͻ 1.
The pilot study showed that the categorical statements could be readily inferred from the descriptive statements, but they were not completely equivalent. For example, the average estimation score of endorsing categorical statements given the corresponding descriptive statements was 95.8 rather than the perfect score of 100. This subtle disparity between the two types of statements might have contributed to the labeling effect. To counter this explanation, an analysis of covariance was applied across individual items. In this analysis, attribute type (likely vs. unlikely) was treated as a repeated measure variable, and labeling condition (categorical vs. descriptive) was treated as a nonrepeated measure variable. The estimation scores obtained in the pilot study were used as the covariate for the items used in the descriptive condition. A score of 100 was given to the items used in the categorical condition. Thus, the covariate shows participants' estimations that each of the categorical statements is true given the two types of statements. This analysis revealed that the labeling effect was present even after controlling the inferential disparity between the categorical statements and the descriptive statements. There was a marginally significant main effect of labeling, F (1, 27) In summary, both subject-based and item-based analyses revealed a significant effect of categorical statements, and this effect is general enough to extend to a population of participants and materials. It is improbable that unlikely attributes such as trading stocks using the Internet is part of the representation of a corresponding category such as amateur poet. In this regard, the presence of the main effect on both likely and unlikely attributes seems to indicate that the impact of category information arises from a source other than simple activation of dominant attributes associated with categories (Gelman & Heyman, 1999; E. M. Markman, 1989) . The generality of this finding was tested in Experiment 2.
The person categories that were used in Experiment 1 often have a family resemblance structure. In these categories, members of a category cluster with respect to prototypical instances (Cantor & Mischel, 1977; Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Wattenmaker, 1995; Wattenmaker, Dewey, Murphy, & Medin, 1986) . These categories are similar to natural categories such as dogs or cats and have a strong inductive power due to their within-category coherence (Murphy, 2002) .
The categories that people use in everyday situations do not necessarily have a structure arranged by family resemblance. For example, members of categories such as birthday gifts cohere not with respect to overall resemblance among the members but with respect to a norm and ideal that an observer applies to a category. Think of a cookbook and a DVD player as two typical birthday gifts. These items barely have fixed features in common; however, they are dynamically similar to each other as different observers apply different norms, such as handiness, memorability, or cost. Similarly, given situation-based categories such as lunch foods, typical instances such as sandwich and pizza do not relate to each other in terms of the general resemblance of their fixed features; they are similar to each other in terms of a particular norm appropriate to the category (e.g., convenience; see Ross & Murphy, 1999) . Thus, if a fixed attribute structure is the main factor that affects inductive judgments, then the labeling effect that was observed in Experiment 1 would be weakened given categories 
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, I used ad hoc categories and script categories and investigated whether the impact of category information would be present in these categories. Ad hoc categories and script categories are organized with specific norms, goals, ideals, or situations and are different from social and personal categories (Barsalou, 1983 (Barsalou, , 1985 Cantor & Michel, 1977; Ross & Murphy, 1999; Wattenmaker, 1995) . For example, members of the ad hoc category diet food cluster with respect to a specific goal (e.g., reducing body weight). Similarly, script categories, such as summer food and holiday activities, are characterized by a situation in which people interact with the members of a category (Ross & Murphy, 1999) . These categories are different from the social and personality categories that were used in Experiment 1, which are known to be arranged by overall summation of a variety of diverse attributes (Wattenmaker, 1995) . If the labeling effect observed in Experiment 1 is pervasive, then category information should modify inductive judgments associated with ad hoc and script categories.
Method
Participants. Participants were 277 undergraduate students who volunteered to take part in this experiment for course credit. The data from 3 participants were excluded because these participants failed to follow the instructions. Altogether, 274 participants were randomly assigned to either a categorical condition (n ϭ 146) or a descriptive condition (n ϭ 128).
Materials. The stimulus materials in Experiment 2 consisted of 15 ad hoc and script categories, which included diet food, health food, winter clothing, birthday gift, wedding gift, vacation site, summer food, holiday activity, winter sport, suburban car, honeymoon site, children's game, Asian food, tabloid journal, and ethnic restaurant (see Appendix A). All item names were specified arbitrarily with six letters of three consonantvowel pairs (e.g., NUMATA). Each ad hoc item was characterized categorically in the categorical condition or descriptively in the descriptive condition. The statements used in the two conditions were identical except for the first sentence of each stimulus. The same number of sentences was used to describe each item in the two conditions. Each stimulus description was followed by two likely attribute questions and two unlikely attribute questions. The likely attributes were directly related to the corresponding categories, and the unlikely attributes were not directly related to the corresponding categories. For example, given the label health food, it is difficult to conceive that an attribute such as popular in Texas but not in Louisiana shares features with the internal representation of the concept health food.
Appendix A illustrates four samples of the stimulus materials. For each stimulus, a likely attribute question and an unlikely attribute question were presented in an alternate order: A likely attribute question was given first, followed by an unlikely attribute question, and this order was repeated. The number of sentences to describe each stimulus was balanced in the two conditions.
A pilot study with 303 college students indicated that a majority of undergraduate students can readily infer one type of statement (e.g., categorical statements) from the other type of statement (e.g., descriptive statements). After reading the descriptive statements given in the descriptive condition, 159 participants estimated on a 0 -100 scale the likelihood that the target item belonged to the target category. Similarly, after reading the categorical statements given in the categorical condition, 144 participants estimated the likelihood that the target item had a dominant feature described in the descriptive condition. In this study, participants given the descriptive statements endorsed the categorical statements with estimation scores of 100 in more than 57% of the cases, and the overall average estimation score was 88.8. Analogously, participants given the categorical statements endorsed the descriptive statements with estimation scores of 100 in more than 50% of the cases, and the overall average estimation score was 86.2.
Another pilot study with 50 college students also revealed that a majority of undergraduate students regarded each of the categorical statements and the descriptive statements as essentially equivalent in their meanings (see Appendix B for the instructions). In this pilot study, participants were presented with the two types of statements one pair at a time and indicated on a 0 -100 scale the extent to which these statements (categorical and descriptive statements) essentially "mean the same thing." An average rating was 88.2 (SD ϭ 8.31), and participants rated a score of 100 in 56% of the total responses.
Procedure. The procedure of this experiment was analogous to the one described in Experiment 1, with some modifications. In this experiment, each stimulus description was shown on a computer screen, and participants responded by typing estimation scores. The order of presenting each stimulus was determined randomly for each participant. For each stimulus, all participants estimated the attributes in the same sequence. The entire experiment took about 20 min for each participant.
Design. The design of this experiment was identical to that described in Experiment 1. There was one between-subjects condition (labeling: categorical vs. descriptive) and one within-subjects condition (attribute type: likely vs. unlikely). The dependent measure of this experiment was estimation scores (range: 0 -100). Attribute estimations made to likely features were combined and analyzed together. Attribute estimations obtained from unlikely features were combined and analyzed together.
Results and Discussion
Results from this experiment were consistent with the idea that explicit categorical statements can elevate the estimation of likely and unlikely attributes (see Table 3 ). A subject-based analysis of variance indicated that there was a main effect of labeling: Partic- An analysis of covariance was conducted to partial out the disparity between the categorical statements and the descriptive statements in the same manner described in Experiment 1. This analysis measured whether the labeling effect would be present even after controlling the likelihood that the categorical statements are supported in the two conditions, specifically, whether the labeling effect would be present even after controlling the disparity that categorical statements would be supported in the two conditions. As in Experiment 1, the estimation scores obtained in the pilot study were used as the covariate for the items used in the descriptive condition. A score of 100 was given to the items used in the categorical condition. This analysis showed that the labeling effect was present even after controlling the inferential disparity between the categorical statements and the descriptive statements. There was a significant main effect of labeling, F(1, 27) ϭ 5.77, MSE ϭ 31.8, p Ͻ .05, 2 ϭ 0.176. There was no interaction effect of labeling and attribute type, F(1, 27) Ͻ 1.
The results suggest that there is a significant labeling effect in both likely and unlikely attributes for ad hoc and script categories. Unlike social and personal categories, ad hoc and script categories are arranged mainly by the norms, ideals, goals, and situations associated with an observer (Barsalou, 1983 (Barsalou, , 1985 Ross & Murphy, 1999) . Nonetheless, the labeling effect was present in these categories. The impact of category information is clearly not limited to the person categories used in Experiment 1.
Where does the labeling effect on unlikely attributes come from? Sloman's (1993) model suggests that (a) matching attributes between a premise and a conclusion and (b) the coverage of a premise over a conclusion (i.e., attribute-based similarity) are the determinants of inductive strength. However, it is difficult to account for the labeling effect with these two factors. As discussed earlier, unlikely attributes have no clear relationships with either categorical statements or descriptive statements. For example, the premise NUMATA is a health food has little bearing on the conclusion NUMATA is popular in Texas but not in Louisiana. In this sense, if Sloman's (1993) model is appropriate, then the labeling effect observed on unlikely attributes should have arisen from the other factor-the coverage of premises (see Equation 5 ). However, this idea is questionable because there is no prior reason to assume that the coverage of categorical statements is systematically different from that of descriptive statements. The following analysis will clarify this point.
The example shown below illustrates the structure of an individual stimulus given in Experiment 2. The stimulus arguments presented in the two conditions were identical except for their first sentences. Thus, a judgment of an unlikely attribute can be expressed as a pair of a premise and a conclusion. If one applies these two arguments into Equation 5 of Sloman's (1993) model, one can express the labeling effect observed on unlikely attributes in Experiment 2 with the following inequality:
where C is a conclusion, P 1 is a categorical statement, and PЈ 1 is a descriptive statement. The labeling effect for likely attributes can be explained by means of enhanced relatedness between a premise and a conclusion, sim͑P 1 ,C͒ Ͼ sim͑PЈ 1 ,C͒. For example, the noun label health food may activate some prototypical exemplars of the category (e.g., tofu) along with their dominant characteristics (e.g., contains no fat). As a result, the labeling effect arises. This explanation is consistent with the idea presented in Gelman and Heyman's (1999) study and in much of stereotyping and impression-formation research (Fiske & Neuberg, 1990; Hamilton & Sherman, 1994) .
For unlikely attributes, it is difficult to apply this explanation, because the contribution of the similarity between a premise and a conclusion can be negligible in the two conditions. In this sense, there should be no major differences between categorical and descriptive statements in terms of the effect of the similarity factor. A separate pilot study confirmed this point (see Appendix B for information regarding the experiment in which this assumption was tested). As a consequence, Sloman's (1993) model states that the labeling effect on unlikely attributes can be reduced to the following expression:
The model reveals that the labeling effect on unlikely attributes stems from different magnitudes associated with categorical statements and descriptive statements (see Equation 9 ). In Experiment 3, I controlled this magnitude factor and tested whether the labeling effect would be still present.
Experiment 3
The materials and the procedure adopted in Experiment 3 were analogous to those described in Experiment 2 except for the following modifications. In Experiment 3, two likely attribute questions were removed from each stimulus and one probe question was inserted at the end of each stimulus. The probe questions given in the descriptive condition were the categorical statements given in the categorical condition. The probe questions presented in the categorical condition were the descriptive statements given in the descriptive condition. Thus, the stimuli in Experiment 3 had the following structure:
A (categorical condition) P1: NUMATA is a health food.
Conclusion (unlikely attribute): NUMATA is popular in Texas but not in Louisiana.
Probe question: Eating NUMATA regularly helps people stay healthy.
B (descriptive condition)
P1Ј: Eating NUMATA regularly helps people stay healthy.
Probe question: NUMATA is a health food.
These probe questions were used to equate the magnitude of two types of premises: categorical statements and descriptive statements. Consider Equations 10 and 11:
Let us assume that Equation 10 represents a case in which a participant endorses probe question PЈ 1 (i.e., a descriptive statement) given premise P 1 (i.e., a categorical statement) with a score of 100, whereas Equation 11 represents a case in which a participant endorses probe question P 1 (i.e., a categorical statement) given premise PЈ 1 (i.e., a descriptive statement) with a score of 100. By combining Equations 10 and 11, we get Equation 12:
Because sim͑PЈ 1 ,P 1 ͒ ϭ sim͑P 1 ,PЈ 1 ͒ (see Equation 4) , Equation 12 can be reduced to Equation 13:
Thus, according to Sloman's (1993) feature-based model, if participants endorse the two types of probe questions with an equal score (e.g., 100), then the perceived magnitude of two premises can be treated as equivalent. The question is whether the labeling effect on unlikely attributes would appear even when the data are analyzed solely for the participants who endorse the corresponding probe questions with a score of 100. If the labeling effect emerges separately from attribute-based similarity (i.e., the number of matching features and the coverage of a premise), the effect should be present even for the limited data set. Experiment 3 tested this prediction.
Method
Participants. Participants were 309 undergraduate students who volunteered to take part in this experiment for course credit. Among the 309 participants, 9 were excluded because they did not follow the instructions. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: (a) a categorical condition (n ϭ 143) and (b) a descriptive condition (n ϭ 157).
Materials. The materials used in this experiment were identical to those described in Experiment 2 except for two minor modifications. First, all likely questions in the stimuli in Experiment 2 were removed in this experiment. This measure was taken to eliminate a possible anchoring effect (i.e., higher estimation scores given to likely attributes unexpectedly raise estimation scores given to unlikely attributes). Second, a probe question was inserted at the end of each stimulus. Thus, each stimulus had two unlikely attribute questions and one probe question. The probe questions in the categorical condition were descriptive statements used in the first sentences of the stimuli in the descriptive condition. The probe questions in the descriptive condition were categorical statements used in the first sentences of the stimuli in the categorical condition.
Procedure and design. The procedure of this experiment was identical to that described in Experiment 2, and the design was analogous to that described in Experiment 2. There was one between-subjects variable (labeling: categorical vs. descriptive). The dependent measure of this experiment was the estimation scores (range: 0 -100) given to each attribute question. Attribute estimations made to unlikely attributes were combined and analyzed together. In order to equate the coverage of categorical and descriptive statements (see the introductory Experiment 3 section), statistical analyses were applied only to the data that met the following criteria: (a) individual data points that had a corresponding probe score of 100 were selected, and (b) the number of data points that satisfied the first criterion (Criterion [a]) were counted for each participant, and the data from the participants who had 12 or more data points (80% of the responses made by the participant) were chosen. This was done to ensure that average response scores of individual participants would be calculated from at least 12 items.
Results and Discussion
The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the presence of the labeling effect while controlling the coverage of the two types of premises. In total, 61 participants in the descriptive condition and 38 participants in the categorical condition met the data selection criteria (a total of 1,359 data points were analyzed).
Even with the restricted data, participants in the categorical condition produced higher scores (M ϭ 30.5) significantly more often than participants in the descriptive condition (M ϭ 23.0), t(97) ϭ 2.26, p Ͻ .05, d ϭ 0.47 (see Table 4 ), suggesting that categorical statements indeed influenced participants' assessment of the unlikely attributes beyond the perceived coverage of the two types of premises. 5 To test the generality of this result, I reanalyzed the data with more lenient criteria. In this analysis, the borderline scores were set at 90 and 80, respectively (Criterion [a] ). For one data set, the data were selected from the participants who responded to the corresponding probe questions with a score of 90 or higher. For the other data set, the data were selected from the participants who responded to the corresponding probe questions with a score of 80 or higher. The basic trend of the results was unchanged with these inclusive data sets. With the cutoff point of 90 or higher, participants in the categorical condition produced higher estimation scores (M ϭ 30.7, N ϭ 59) than participants in the descriptive condition (M ϭ 23.7, N ϭ 91), t(148) ϭ 2.64, p Ͻ .01, d ϭ 0.44. With the cutoff point of 80 or higher, participants in the categorical condition (M ϭ 29.7, N ϭ 107) made higher estimation scores than participants in the descriptive condition (M ϭ 25.7, N ϭ 127), t(232) ϭ 1.97, p Ͻ .05, d ϭ 0.26. 6 These results are consistent with the idea that the labeling effect on unlikely attributes arises separately from the two similarity factors, feature matching and coverage (see Appendix B for a description of a pilot study controlling similarity between a premise and a conclusion).
It should be noted that responding to the probe questions with the perfect score of 100 does not necessarily mean that the categorical statements and the descriptive statements are equal in their meanings. What the analysis of the probe questions reveals is that when the categorical statements were given in premises, the participants in the categorical condition accepted the descriptive statements as perfectly likely; analogously, when the descriptive statements were given in premises, the participants in the descriptive condition accepted the categorical statements as perfectly likely. In other words, these participants in the two conditions separately endorsed the following two sets of truth values: (1) true(categorical statements) 3 true(descriptive statements); (2) true(categorical statements) 3 true(descriptive statements). As these conditional statements clarify, neither set of truth values leads to the equivalence of the two types of statements (i.e., categorical statements ϭ descriptive statements). Rather, what is clear is that these participants regarded the two types of statements as equivalent in their representational magnitude (e.g., see Equation 13 ) developed in Sloman's (1993) model. Because a significant labeling effect was present even after equating the magnitude of premises, the Sloman model is insufficient to capture the labeling effect observed in Experiment 3. The unlikely attributes that were presented in the conclusion of each argument have little to do with the representation of the categories that were presented in the premises. In this sense, the influence of category information on the current inductive judgment task appears to go beyond the simple featurematching operations suggested by Sloman (1993) .
Recognizing the role of category information does not necessarily suggest that the similarity-based models are incorrect. It is clear that attribute-based similarity, as advanced by Rips (1975) , Osherson et al. (1990), and Sloman (1993) , is an important factor for inductive judgments. The results from the present experiment reinforce this point. An overwhelming majority of participants both in the categorical condition and in the descriptive condition assigned low estimation scores to unlikely attributes. What is clear is that the average estimation score obtained in the categorical condition was higher than that in the descriptive condition, even when perceived similarity between a premise and a conclusion and the relative coverage of a premise over a conclusion was controlled. This finding is noteworthy, particularly because the attributes that participants rated had little to do with the corresponding categories.
General Discussion

Summary and General Findings
In an attempt to highlight a generative aspect of category information, I investigated the extent to which category information influences inductive inferences beyond similarity information. Specifically, I contrasted the impact of categorical statements with that of noncategorical statements when participants estimated the attributes that were not directly related to the category. The results from these experiments provide new evidence for the view that category information, unlike other feature information, can influence inductive judgments beyond the simple function of attribute matching.
In Experiment 1, I used an inductive judgment task similar to those developed by Tversky and Kahneman (1983) , Shafir et al. (1990) , and Gelman and Heyman (1999) and tested how categorical statements would modify participants' assessments of attributes. The results from Experiment 1 showed that the presence of category information (e.g., Linda is a feminist) elevates participants' evaluations of likely attributes that were directly related to the category (e.g., Linda likes to watch presidential debates) and that of unlikely attributes that were not directly related to the category (e.g., Linda works as a bank teller). In Experiment 2, I 6 The effect size of the analysis applied to the data with the cutoff score of 80 or higher is considerably smaller (d ϭ 0.26) than the effect sizes obtained in the other analyses (ds ϭ 0.47 and 0.44, respectively, for the data set of the cutoff point of 100 and the data set of the cutoff point of 90 or higher). This reduced effect size was probably due to unbalanced probe scores obtained in this data set. The average probe score obtained from the participants in the categorical condition was significantly lower (M ϭ 94.6) than that of the participants in the descriptive condition (M ϭ 96.0), t(222) ϭ 2.32, p Ͻ .05, d ϭ 0.30. This means that the participants in this particular data set perceived the categorical statements to be more limited than the descriptive statements in their magnitudes (coverage sizes; see Equation 14) . However, this difference works against the hypothesis of Experiment 3. Note. These average estimation scores were calculated over the participants who responded to the probe questions with a score of 100 and whose individual data points were 12 or more.
tested the generality of these findings with ad hoc and script categories (Barsalou, 1983; Ross & Murphy, 1999) . Even with these categories, the effect of category information was significant on both likely and unlikely attributes. In Experiment 3, I controlled two factors-similarity between a premise and a conclusion, and the coverage of a premise over a conclusion-and showed that, even after controlling these two factors, the effect of category information was present. Taken together, the results from the three experiments are consistent with the idea that category information modifies inductive judgments beyond the simple operation of attribute matching. The influence of category information was present in inductive arguments pertaining to people, objects, and events. The effect was also significant in person categories as well as ad hoc and script categories.
Implications and Extensions
The results from these three experiments agree with a number of findings from research on impression formation and stereotyping that have documented that categorical information intensifies the interpretation of underlying attributes associated with the category (Andersen, Klatzky, & Murray, 1990) . The results are also consistent with developmental studies in which young children have been shown to distinguish category information and similarity information in attribute induction (Gelman & Markman, 1986) . In their classic studies, Gelman and Markman (1986) showed that 4-year-old children tend to assume that objects that bear the same noun labels have a property in common, even though these objects are drastically different in their appearance. Similarly, Gelman and Heyman (1999) demonstrated that 5-to 7-year-olds tend to believe that attributes of a person are long lasting when the person is characterized with categorical statements. The present study extends these studies with the following two points: (a) the presence of category information can modify the assessment of attributes that are not directly related to the category, and (b) this impact can occur even when the similarity between a premise and a conclusion, and the coverage of a premise over a conclusion, are controlled.
Recently, some limitations of similarity-based models have been reported in several studies (see Murphy, 2002 , for an excellent review; Heit, 2000; Heit & Rubinstein, 1994; Lin & Murphy, 2001; Lopez, Attran, Coley, Medin, & Smith, 1997; Medin et al., 2003; Proffitt, Coley, & Medin, 2000; Ross & Murphy, 1999) . These limitations include the models' inability to incorporate the influence of different predicates (Heit & Rubinstein, 1994) , background knowledge of an examiner (Proffitt et al., 2000) , and complex reasoning skills that an examiner applies (Heit, 2000; Medin et al., 2003) . The present study extends these findings by documenting that categorical information by itself could modify participants' inductive judgments beyond general similarity information. Because the impact of category information occurs in the assessment of unlikely attributes that are unrelated to the category, I argue that this effect results from a participant's attempt to integrate peripheral information with his or her own notion of what the category is about. This idea is consistent with findings by Wisniewski and Medin (1994) and Kunda and her colleagues (Kunda et al., 1990; Kunda & Oleson, 1995) .
Theoretical Considerations
Exactly how does category information help integrate diverse attributes? Although answering this question fully requires a series of additional experiments, there are at least two possible reasons why category information can affect inductive inferences beyond underlying attribute-based similarity. One explanation concerns the representation of a category. Categories have traditionally been characterized as a collection of features, specific exemplars, or prototypes (Kruschke, 1992; Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Nosofsky, 1986; Reed, 1972; E. R. Smith & Zarate, 1992) . This approach may be inappropriate. Category representation can be more dynamic. Murphy and Medin (1985) suggested that people's beliefs and naïve expectations give rise to conceptual coherence (see also Wisniewski & Medin, 1994) . According to their view, members of categories cohere not just because they have matching features in common but also because these members are bound by the observer's intuitive knowledge about the category. This theory-based account implies that new features can be integrated into a category as long as these features help rationalize the observer's belief about the category.
The mere presence of categorical information may facilitate this theory-based role of categories (see also Medin & Ortony, 1989) . 7 Category labels have been shown to guide people to create new features that can justify their belief about the category (Wisniewski & Medin, 1994) . In the present setting, when a person is characterized with a label (e.g., Jane is a liberal), an unrelated statement such as Jane likes Chinese food may be perceived as likely, as long as this feature helps rationalize the observer's intuitive belief (e.g.,
Many liberal people like ethnic food. Because Jane is a liberal, she should like Chinese food).
Recent findings in social cognition research are consistent with the idea that categories help justify and thereby maintain stereotypes (Yzerbyt, Rocher, & Schadron, 1997) . When individuals are confronted with potentially contradictory or ambiguous attributes (e.g., a rich African American businessperson), they often create a subtype of the category (e.g., Black entrepreneur) and use it to preserve their initial stereotypical belief (Hewstone, 1996) . Kunda and her colleagues also noted that combinations of two contradictory concepts generate new features that accommodate contradictory beliefs; for example, when participants in their experiment were asked to describe the characteristics associated with a new concept, such as Harvard-educated carpenter, participants generated new features, such as being rebellious or antisocial, which were not part of each separate concept-Harvard educated and carpenter. Thus, the new category label Harvard-educated carpenter leads people to generate new attributes so as to integrate the two contradictory concepts (Kunda et al., 1990; Kunda & Oleson, 1995) .
Another explanation for the integrative influence of category information concerns the process of inductive judgments. Although inductive processes have been characterized primarily with attribute-matching mechanisms, inferential judgments may be carried out with two separate strategies: (a) a similarity-based featurematching process and (b) a rule-based reasoning process (Heit, 2000; Medin et al., 2003; Sloman, 1996) . Category information might impose some form of rules on inductive processes (see Rips, 1989; E. E. Smith, 1989) , and people use this rule (e.g., items that bear the same name have features in common) to interpret unrelated attributes. The idea that inductive judgments consist of two separate processes is consistent with a wide range of findings in cognitive psychology, including analogy (Clement & Gentner, 1991; Forbus, Gentner, & Law, 1995; Gentner, 1983; Gentner & Markman, 1997; Gentner, Rattermann, & Forbus, 1993; A. B. Markman & Gentner, 1993) , reasoning (Cheng, Holyoak, Nisbett, & Oliver, 1986; Johnson-Laird, 1983; Kahneman & Tversky, 1972 , 1973 Tversky & Kahneman, 1974 , learning English syntax (Pinker, 1991) , and problem solving (Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981) . Although future research should explore exactly how people derive inferential decisions, it appears that two different strategies mediate inferential judgments, and category information seems to provide a general rule that helps integrate diverse information.
Conclusion
Similarity relationships between a premise and a conclusion have been shown to be an important factor that determines the strength of inductive arguments. The present study indicates that category information also plays a critical role in inductive judgments separately from underlying similarity information. Specifically, when a premise contains categorical information by means of concrete labels, people tend to evaluate an argument as more compelling. The present results suggest that induction is carried out not just by matching similarity but also by abstract reasoning processes elicited by category information.
